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Chapter Five - Tony: In Which Tony Notes the Date

Tony woke slumped in a Adjective chair. The Adjective smell of antiseptic spray met his nose

before his eyes focused and told him he was in a Location room--but apparently as a visitor, not a patient

. The form on the bed was connected by a series of Noun Plural to Adjective machines and

monitors covered with Adjective lines.

"She's out of danger," a soft voice said, just as Tony recognized Kelsey. "She is Verb Present ends in ING , not

unconscious. Tests of her heart and brain show no signs of damage. Her Noun levels were

Adjective when she came in, but have stabilized now. They are monitoring her as a precaution. Linda and

Nick were more poorly off, but are also recovering well."

Tony Verb Past Tense back into the chair, hardly aware he had stood, then looked up at the doctor.

Or, the voice he had assumed belonged to a doctor. He thought she was the stranger who had appeared at his

house and tried to convince him to stay outside, but his memories of those minutes were a Adjective

Noun .

She



was wearing a Adjective jacket, but it was more of a long dress-coat than a doctor's uniform. It seemed

like the kind of thing someone might wear over a prom Noun , though the legs and feet he saw under it

wore Adjective jeans and short boots.

Why am I looking at her feet?
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